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Abstract: This paper proposes an improved Experience-Weighted Attraction (EWA) selection algorithm with 
channel handoff scheme in order to meet the practical requirement for Cognitive Radio (CR) application. In 
further research, sensitivity and stability verification is conducted by focusing on the comparison with  
Q learning algorithm after the establishment of a wireless simulation space with time slot sequences that 
extremely imitates real Cognitive Radio environments. The emulation results show that channel selection 
strategy with EWA learning has more advantageous performance. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Traditionally, the licensed radio spectrum 
allocations are regulated by official authorities. The 
public and government use of radio spectrum is 
managed by the National Telecommunications and 
Information Administration (NTIA) and the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) is in charge of 
commercial radio resources respectively in the USA. 
However, as more and more applications of wireless 
devices, the rapid increasing requisition for radio 
spectrum licensing has led to current shortage of 
radio spectrum allocations and put their governing 
bodies into trouble. In fact, FCC’s recent research has 
shown that these fixed static frequency channels are 
always idle or not occupied in most of time. 
Spectrum bands are not efficiently used or 
underutilization either at a temporal or on a 
geographical level. By seeking “spectrum holes” 
(unused frequency channels), Cognitive Radio (CR) 
can greatly improve the use efficiency of spectrum 

resources and solve these problems presented above 
in "secondary utilization"(with lower priority than 
legacy users) way. First introduced by Mitola [1], 
Cognitive Radio is often considered as an extension 
and expansion of Soft Radio (SR), which is equipped 
by general hardware and capable of programming to 
transmit and receive various radio waves. There have 
already been lots of research in many aspects of 
Cognitive Radio. In sensing, Hossain, M. S., et al. [2] 
evaluated the performance of cooperative spectrum 
sensing with the hard combination OR, AND 
MAJORITY rules. Zhang, D., et al. [3] proposed a 
novel detection algorithm that the Fractal box 
dimension is used when the signal to noise (SNR) is 
high, while the improved TCC algorithm is used 
when the SNR is low and Khalaf, G. [4] formulated 
the detection problem based on the eigen-
decomposition technique. In security, Shan-Shan, W., 
et al. [5] proposed a Four Dimensional Continuous 
Time Markov Chain model to analyze the 
communication performance of normal secondary 
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users under PUEAs, typically affected by SMUs, and 
compared several PUEA detection schemes. 

As revolutionary development of Intelligent 
Radio (IR), Cognitive Radio implements Soft Radio 
by adding Knowledge Base, Reasoning Engine and 
Learning Engine to be an independent Cognitive 
Engine (CE), which makes the radio capable of 
learning and adapting to the surrounding radio 
environment [6]. Knowledge Base which stores 
variety of cases, relations and rules can be seen as 
memory in human’s brain and is very common in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) logic planning. Just like 
expert system in Artificial Intelligence, Reasoning 
Engine executes all kinds of state information for 
reference of knowledge base by logic thinking then 
generates processed results or actions to drive soft 
radio changing setting parameters to adapt to 
changing environment. As the core component and 
key feature for Cognitive Radio implementation, 
Learning Engine is in charge of keeping Knowledge 
Base updated by accumulating new environmental 
experience into new knowledge extension, which is 
what differentiates Cognitive Radio from traditional 
pre-programmed ones.  

There are varieties of learning algorithms 
available for Cognitive Radio, including neural 
networks, genetic models, and hidden Markov 
algorithms. Tsagkaris K., A. Katidiotis, et al. [7] used 
neural network-based learning to predict data bit rate 
of Cognitive Radio. Galindo-Serrano, A. and L. 
Giupponi [8] proposed a form of real-time 
decentralized Q-learning to manage the aggregated 
interference generated by multiple WRAN systems. 
Li, H. S. [9] applied Multi-agent reinforcement 
leaning (MARL) for the secondary users to learn 
good strategies of channel selection. Chen, X. F., Z. 
F. Zhao, et al. [10] presented an intelligent policy 
based on reinforcement learning to acquire the 
stochastic behavior of Primary Users (PUs). Zhang, 
W. Z. and X. C. Liu [11] obtained the capability of 
iteratively on-line learning environment performance 
by using Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithm 
after observing the variability and uncertainty of the 
heterogeneous wireless networks. Gallego, J. R., M. 
Canales, et al. [12] provided no-regret learning 
algorithms to perform the joint channel and power 
allocation and overcome the convergence limitations 
of the local game. Zhu, J., J. Wang, et al. [13] 
employed Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach to 
finding a near-optimal policy under undiscovered 
environment. Torkestani, J. A. and M. R. Meybodi 
[14] proposed the learning automata-based cognitive 
radio to address the spectrum scarcity challenges in 
wireless ad hoc networks. Yang, M. F. and D. Grace 
[15] improved channel assignment in multicast 
terrestrial communication systems with distributed 
channel occupancy detection by using intelligence 
based on reinforcement learning and transmitter 
power adjustment. Zhou, P., Y. S. Chang, et al. [16] 
designed a robust distributed power control algorithm 
with low implementation complexity for Cognitive 
Radio networks through reinforcement learning, 

which does not require the interference channel and 
power strategy information among Secondary Users 
(SUs) and from SUs users to PUs. 

However, as known with our best effort till now, 
little focus has been placed on implementing learning 
engine of cognitive radio with Experience-Weighted 
Attraction (EWA) algorithms. The innovative 
proposed channel selection algorithm based on EWA 
learning in this paper allows cognitive to learn radio 
environment communication channel characteristics 
online. By accumulating the history channel 
experience, it can predict, select and change the 
current optimal communication channel, dynamic 
ensure the quality of communication links and finally 
reduce system communication outage probability. 
The effectiveness of this algorithm has been validated 
by simple probability method in our preliminary 
studies [17]. However, the existing theoretical model 
is comparatively idealistic in practical application of 
complex wireless environments. Based on our lots of 
earlier research, the study focus has been shifted to 
EWA intelligent channel handoff mechanism after an 
important new parameter t in time domain was 
introduced in our simulation environments. 
Sensitivity and stability advantages are conducted by 
comparing Q learning, the mainstream algorithm in 
Reinforcement Learning (RL). 

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. In 
section 2, the EWA algorithms will be introduced in 
full details. Intelligent channel selection algorithm of 
cognitive radio based on EWA learning with channel 
handoff scheme is following in section 3. Then the 
simulation results comparison and analysis are 
presented in section 4. In the end the conclusion 
comes in the final section 5. 

 
 

2. EWA Learning 
 
Experience-Weighted Attraction (EWA) is 

derived from normal form multi-game theory.  
Setting n players in the game, and denote  i(i = 1,2,3, … , n − 1, n)  for each one. The strategy 
space for player i is S . There are m  discrete choices 
in total for each S  and can be expressed as 
 S = s , s , s , … , s , s . One strategy of 
player i, denoted by s , is the element of strategy 
space S , or s ∈  S . The entire strategy space of the 
game S is the n-Cartesian product of individual 
strategy space, that is,  S = S × S × S × ⋯ × S × S .  

Let s be the combination of all players’ strategies 
in the game, then s = {s , s , s , ⋯ , s , s } ∈ S . 
The combination of all other n-1 players’ strategies 
except player i can be expressed as  s = {s , s , s , ⋯ , s , s ⋯ , s , s }. 

Denote m  be the combination number of s , 
then m = ∏ m, . The reward function for 
player i with scalar-value is π (s , s ) . Take time 
dimension for consideration, then the strategy of 
player i in time period t can be expressed as s (t), 
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other players’ strategy set(vector) s (t), and reward 
function for player i π [s (t), s (t)] respectively. 

EWA learning algorithm assumes that any 
strategy has an attraction value. The model defines 
the initial values of attractions, how the attraction 
values are updated based on experience and 
determines the selection probabilities. The core 
algorithm is two variables updated each round. One is 
attraction value A (t), it defines the attraction value 
of player i after selecting strategy j. The attraction 
update rule is that the current attraction value is the 
last attraction value A (t − 1)  multiplied by 
attenuation coefficient φ plus (virtual) reward π [s (t), s (t)] , then normalized by the updated 
experience weight N(t). In mathematical form: 

 A (t)= ϕ ∙ N(t − 1) ∙ A (t − 1)N(t)+ {δ + (1 − δ) ∙ I s , s (t) } ∙ π s , s (t)N(t)  

 

where I[·] is the indicator function, which is defined 
as follows 
 I(x, y) = 1, x = y0, x ≠ y 

 

The algorithm updates attraction value by reward 
after selecting corresponding strategy and weight 
coefficient δ multiplying virtual reward it would have 
yielded if select other strategy in hypothetical scenes. 
Parameter δ is used to measure the weight of virtual 
reward in relative to the real weight, and virtual 
reward can be understood as estimate and expectation 
of payoffs after selecting other alternative strategy. 

The other is experience weight N(t), which can 
be interpreted as equivalent observation of past 
experience with respect to present experience. The 
bigger the value of N(t) is, the greater the influence 
of past experience to current attraction. The update 
rule of  N(t)  is that the last experience weight N(t − 1) multiplied by attenuation coefficient ρ, then 
plus Incremental value of 1. That is 

 N(t) = ρ ∙ N(t − 1) + 1 
 

Denote N(0) be the initial value of N(t), while 
the initial value of A (t) is A (0), and N(0) can be 
seen as equivalent assess of pregame thinking. 

The value of attraction determines the probability 
of strategy selection. In other words, probability 
function of P (t) should monotonously increase with A (t). The mathematical expression of probability in 
exponential form is 

 P (t + 1) = e ∙ ( )∑ e ∙ ( ) 
 
Parameter λ above is used to measure the player’s 

sensitivity to attraction value. The more sensitive the 
player to the attraction, the bigger its value is. 
 
 
3. Channel Selection Model 
 

In the problem of radio communication channel 
selection, different wireless channels should have 
different channel availabilities, that is, the channel 
idle probabilities should be in difference for cognitive 
radio. Assuming radio propagation environment can 
be divided into n channels, then the idle probability 
of channel i can be expressed as α , or  Α = {α , α , α , … , α , α } in vector form. Let μ  be 
the data transfer completion rate and γ  be the data 
transfer request rate of channel i, then the vector form 
will be Μ = {μ , μ , μ , … , μ , μ }  and  Γ = {γ , γ , γ , … , γ , γ } . The relationship of 
parameters above meets the equation of  α = γ (μ + γ )⁄ . Think of the radio channel 
characteristics change over time, the channel idle 
probability and successful transmission probability of 
channel i should not be the same at different time t, 
then parameters above and their relations after 
introducing time parameter t are  Μ(t) = {μ (t), μ (t), μ (t), … , μ (t), μ (t)}, Γ(t) = {γ (t), γ (t), γ (t), … , γ (t), γ (t)} 
and α (t) = γ (t) [μ (t) + γ (t)]⁄  respectively. 

According to EWA, the update equation of 
experience weight N(t) is 

 N(t) = ρ ∙ N(t − 1) + 1 
 
However, in order to accommodate the cognitive 

radio channel selection and transmission 
characteristics, the update mathematical expression 
of attraction A (t) should be modified or improved as 
follows 

 A (t) = ϕ ∙ N(t − 1) ∙ A (t − 1)N(t) + δ + (1 − δ) ∙ I s , s (t) ∙ π s , s (t) × × η + (1 − η) ∙ I[1, x(j)] ∙ I s , s (t) + (1 − η) ∙ 1 − I s , s (t)N(t)  

 
where 
 x(j) = 0, Transmission failure on channel j1, Successful transmission on channel j 

π s , s (t) = 0, channel j is sensing busy 1, channel j is sensing idle  

And the probability of channel selection P (t) 
meets equation of 
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P (t + 1) = e ∙ ( )∑ e ∙ ( ) 
 
From the equation above, in the period of radio 

environment sensing of Cognitive Radio, when 
perceiving the current state of the channel j busy 
(strong Electromagnetic noise over interference 
threshold for transmission), the state flag status is set 
to 0(unavailable), and the strategy of selecting 
channel j for transmission channel will get no payoff, 
or the award function value of π s , s (t)  is 0; 
while perceiving the current state of the channel j idle 
(electromagnetic noise below interference threshold 
for transmission), the state flag status is set to 1 
(available), and the strategy of selecting channel j for 
transmission channel will get the payoff of π s , s (t)  respectively. In addition, the value of π s , s (t)  is assumed to equal 1. 

These available channels are candidate channels 
for channel selection of Cognitive Radio, and the 
candidate channel with the highest probability of 
channel selection will be chosen for transmission. 
However, other candidate channels unselected will 
get the virtual award of δ ∙ π s , s (t) . Next reaches 
the innovation of this paper: a feedback mechanism 
of channel transmission is introduced and the update 
of selected channel attraction is divided in two 
phases. Before the transmission starts, selected 
channel gets some actual award of η ∙ π s , s (t)  if 
feedback coefficient is set to 1 − η. After successful 
transmission, the selected channel will get another (1 − η) ∙ π s , s (t)  award as payoff. But if the 
transmission is unfortunately failure, the selected 
channel will not get the second part of the actual 
award. 

According to EWA intelligent channel handoff 
scheme, when communication interruption occurs, 
Cognitive Radio has the ability to resume remain data 
transmission by automatically switching current 
communication channel from busy to idle ones. If 
multi-free channels are detected at the breaking point, 
the channel with maximum idle probability computed 
by EWA algorithm will be chosen as the target 
channel for handoff (if more than one channel reach 
the highest idle probability, then random one within 
these channels will be selected); if no channel is 
available at present, then full channel blocking is 
defined. Cognitive Radio will wait with cycle free 
channel detection until the first available channel 
appears. 

 
 

4. Results and Discussion 
 

Assuming the number of channels in simulation 
environment is 5, or n=5. The initial value of 
attraction A (0) and experience weight N(0) are the 
same to 1, while the selection probability of each 
channel is the same in the initial state, that is, 

P (0) = = = 0.2 . For the coefficients, ϕ  for 

attraction, ρ  for experience weight, and λ  for 
sensitivity are the same to the default value 0.9 
according to general experience. As normalized 
reward for transmission success is 1, while 0 for 
transmission failure (no reward), and probabilities of 
successful transmission and failure transmission are 
the same to 0.5 under the condition of no prior 
experience, then virtual award δ = 1 × 0.5 + 0 × × 0.5 = 0.5. Since the value of η for feedback should 
be lower than virtual award δ, we pick half value of 
virtual award δ for feedback η in this paper, that is, η = δ/2 = 0.25 . While there shall be some 
differences between each channel, the idle 
probabilities of these channels will not be the same. 
To reflect the general channels' available 
probabilities, uniform distribution vector in the range 
of 0 to 1 will be selected for the idle probability of 
each channel, that is, the initial channel idle 
probability vector Α = {0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9} , then 
the corresponding vector of channel data transfer 
completion rate Μ = {1/0.1,1/0.3,1/0.5,1/0.7,1/0.9} while the vector of channel data transfer request 
rate Γ = {1/0.9,1/0.7,1/0.5,1/0.3,1/0.1}. In order 
to verify this intelligent algorithm capability to 
decide and guide cognitive radio real-time switch to 
the newly transmission channel with the highest 
available probability online accurately, the channel 
idle probability vector will change to  Α = {0.9,0.7,0.5,0.3,0.1} , and the channel data 
transfer completion and request rate vector will be Μ = {1/0.9,1/0.7,1/0.5,1/0.3,1/0.1}  and  Γ = {1/0.1,1/0.3,1/0.5,1/0.7,1/0.9}  respectively 
after 25 rounds during the simulation process. 
However, the channel data transfer completion rate of 
Cognitive Radio μ = 1/0.1  and request rate  γ = 1/0.9 will not change during the whole process 
of simulation. Taking suddenness and randomness of 
the aboving parameters under actual wireless 
environment into account, the value generated in 
each simulation round meets exponential distribution 
of the corresponding parameter above followed by 
the general rule. 

After parameters above are set, time periods with 
channel busy and idle state will be firstly generated 
according to the channel data transfer completion rate μ  and request rate γ . Time table of each channel 
state transition is shown in Fig. 1. 

In the Fig. 1, table tpt1 records the time points 
when channel switches idle state to busy state while 
table tpt0 keeps the time points when channel 
changes from busy state to the idle one. Row number 
in the table indicates the channel number and column 
number shows the number of timeline marker. If 
table that holds time points of channel state transition 
in the timeline is fixed, then time periods with 
different channel states will be determined. For 
example, in the time table above, channel 5 will not 
be available in the time period between 40.2673 and 
40.2772 and will be free from time point 40.2772 to 
42.9195. 
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Fig. 1. Time table of channel state transition. 
 
 

After common radio channel environment above 
established, EWA learning algorithm with channel 
handoff scheme will be simulated online. The real-
time simulation is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Channel handoff and channel block. 
 
 

From the Fig. 2, table sc represents the number of 
preferable channel to conduct data transmission, and 
the time shown in table tst1 channel data denotes the 
time point when transmission begins while 
transmission end in table tst0. The marks in figure 
record one channel handoff process: Cognitive Radio 
starts to transmit data from time point 42.9191 in 
channel 5. At the time point 42.9195 Cognitive Radio 
detects that channel 5 is not available for continuing 
data transmission, then withdraws the current channel 
passively, and accesses to idle channel 4 for present 
channel handoff. Note that channel number 0 in table 
sc indicates that full channel blocking occurs. EWA 
learning algorithm detects the whole channel 
blocking in 43th round. After waiting 0.0125 unit of 
time [tst1(44)-tst0(43)], Cognitive Radio returns 
transmitting data unfinished automatically in channel 
1 which firstly becomes free from busy state. 

After 100 rounds online simulation, the track 
records of channel selection probability based on 
EWA learning are shown in Fig. 3. 

In the Fig. 3, EWA learning algorithm randomly 
selects channel 3 as the access channel in the 
condition of the same initial channel selection 

probabilities. After short initialization process, EWA 
learning algorithm can successfully track and lock 
channel 1 as its preferable channel. For the reason of 
channel availability probability changes after 25th 
round, the selection probability of channel 1 falls 
dramatically, while the selection probability of 
channel 5 increases respectively and steadily 
overtakes the selection probability of channel 1 after 
38 rounds. Channel 5 eventually replaces Channel 1 
to become optimal access channel under new channel 
available probability states. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Channel Selection Probability Based on EWA. 
 
 

Channel experience weighted attraction based on 
EWA learning is depicted in Fig. 4. It can be seen 
that channel experience weighted attraction has a 
relatively uniform characteristics with the channel 
selection probability by comparing Fig. 3. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Channel Experience Weighted Attraction  
Based on EWA Learning. 

 
 

In order to highlight better performance of 
channel selection algorithm based on EWA learning 
than Q learning, the channel selection tracks based on 
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both learning algorithms are recorded under the same 
initial states and radio environments. The results are 
illustrated in Fig. 5. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The Tracks of Channel Selection Based on EWA 
Learning and Q Learning. 

 
 

The first difference between EWA learning and Q 
learning algorithms appears in the 8th round. Why Q 
learning selects channel 3 as its preferable channel 
after continuously accessing channel 1 in round 6  
and 7 arouses our big interest. In order to analyze the 
reason of this phenomenon, the channel selection 
probability records after each round are derived and 
shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The Probability table of Channel Selection. 
 
 

Table prom records channel selection 
probabilities values calculated by EWA algorithm 
after each round, while Table presents channel 
selection probabilities values based on Q learning. It 
can be seen from table prom that channel 1 selection 
probability reaches maximum value to 0.2332 after 
8th round. Although channel 3 selection probability 
shows a downward trend in a row after 6th and 7th 
two rounds, its value still in the highest of 0.2771 
after 8th round in the table promr. At the same time, 
channel 3 status turns available after 8th round from 
previous busy state. As can be concluded from 

analysis, it is the inevitable for Q learning to reselect 
channel 3 as its preferable channel accordance with 
algorithm calculation. It also can directly reflects 
differences and advantages of EWA comparing Q 
learning: channel selection based on EWA learning 
algorithm has better and more stable performance in 
fast tracking, locking and switching to the current 
optimal channel from changing communication 
environment. And the reasons of channel selection 
differences after 43th round of full channel blocking 
can also be explained by analysis above. 

What is more, Statistical parameter channel 
handoff times will reflect EWA algorithm’s more 
advantageous performance visually in comparison 
with Q learning. The statistics is presented in Fig. 7. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Channel Handoff Times Comparison between EWA 
Learning and Q Learning. 

 
 

From the Fig. 7, Handoff 1 shows that there is one 
channel handoff in a whole communication process, 
while Handoff 2 indicates two consecutive channel 
handoffs before data transmission completion and 
Handoff 3 indicates three consecutive channel 
handoffs or more. Through this comparison it can be 
seen, the number of Handoff 1 with Q learning 
reaches 23, but only 18 times with EWA algorithm. 
Similarly, the number of Handoff 2 with Q learning 
is 6, while there are merely 3 times in EWA 
algorithm. Though the number of Handoff 3 is the 
same of 2, there is obvious superiority in total 
handoffs, 31 to 23. By evident statistical comparison, 
channel selection algorithm based on EWA learning 
has less channel handoff times than Q learning in the 
same initial states and radio environments. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, an innovative channel selection 

algorithm based on EWA learning with channel 
handoff scheme is proposed and a feedback 
mechanism of channel transmission is also 
introduced to facilitate Cognitive Radio to learn radio 
environment communication channel characteristics 
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online. By accumulating the history channel 
experience, it can predict, select optimal 
communication channel, and be capable to decide 
and guide cognitive radio real-time switch to the 
newly transmission channel with the highest 
available probability online accurately, dynamic 
ensure the quality of communication links and finally 
reduce system communication outage probability. 
Compared with Q learning, channel selection 
algorithm based on EWA learning is more sensitive 
and agile in tracking & accessing to new optimal 
channel, and more stable in locking this channel, 
which brings the results of less conflicts with primary 
users and less passive channel handoff occurrences. 
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